LEGEND

IC OR PAT. BOY. ——- 1C OR PAT. BOY.

WATER EXCLUSION BOY. ——— WATER EXCLUSION BOY.

NS NATIVE SELECTION ※ NATIVE SELECTION

STATE STATE OWNED ＄ STATE OWNED

PRIVATE LANDS ＊ PRIVATE LANDS

FED. DETERMINED NAVIGABLE —- FED. DETERMINED NAVIGABLE

STATE DETERMINED NAVIGABLE — STATE DETERMINED NAVIGABLE

STATE SELECTION ◆ STATE SELECTION

AIR STRIP EASEMENT △ AIR STRIP EASEMENT

EXISTING TRAIL EASEMENT ○ EXISTING TRAIL EASEMENT

NATIONAL CONSERVATION UNIT BOY. ○ NATIONAL CONSERVATION UNIT BOY.

PENDING NATIVE ALLOTMENT ○ PENDING NATIVE ALLOTMENT

NATIVE & STATE SELECTION ◆ NATIVE & STATE SELECTION

CAMP SITE / PARKING EASEMENTS ＊ CAMP SITE / PARKING EASEMENTS

ROAD EASEMENT ⋆ ROAD EASEMENT

PROPOSED TRAIL EASEMENT ※ PROPOSED TRAIL EASEMENT

RESERVED EASEMENTS

No easements reserved